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Abstract

The COVID-19 pandemic has affected the economic sector, especially the audit task that requires the physical intervention of the auditor. The aim of this paper is to study the effect of COVID-19 on audit opinion in the MENA region through a novel text mining approach. The collected data included 83 bank reports from 377 branches in 14 MENA countries. The text mining approach was employed using Python software via corpus creation, tokenization, stop words removal, stemming, and feature selection. Afterwards, a univariate analysis was performed to delineate the variables that are significantly associated with COVID-19, followed by a linear regression model quantifying the relationship of the variables. The results of the text mining process led to the creation of a dictionary composed of 8000 words. After the text mining steps, 10 variables were obtained. The univariate analysis showed that 3 out of 10 extracted variables were associated with COVID-19 and a linear regression equation was accordingly generated. Our research revealed that, in the MENA region, the COVID-19 pandemic led to an increase in the audit workload and risk assessment, yielding an overall unfavorable audit opinion. Finally, the authors used similar techniques to the research of Wei, Li, Zhu, and Li (2019) and Boskou, Kirkos, and Spathis (2018).
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1. INTRODUCTION

The global COVID-19 pandemic the whole world experienced since 2019 and started officially in China have changed people’s life and behavior and continues to exert pressure on different sectors. This pandemic has had an effect on the economy in different sectors including banking. The audit is one of the sectors that has been challenged for decades with a series of issues and polemics (Cordoș & Fülop, 2015). Those problems created the need to continue working on reforming the work processes to express auditors’ opinions in their annual reports. Due to the previous multiple crises and to date many international academics, professionals, and practitioners have been concerned and expressed their insights and perspectives (Persakis & Iatridis, 2015). Hopwood (2009) discussed the implications caused by the finance professionals’ failure to identify and assess risks related to the banking industry which was one of the major causes that led to the global financial crisis in 2007 in the United States. Also, De Ruijter, Beetsma, Burgoon, Nicol, and Vandenbroucke (2020) have explained and elaborated on some ideas related to the companies’ and banks’ protection during the crisis and included also some other topics like the national budgets and sovereign debt (Nemec & Špaček, 2020).

In this study, we will examine the effect of the COVID-19 pandemic on the auditors to issue a going concern opinion within their annual audit report related to the bank sector in the Middle East and North Africa region — “MENA”. Usually, a going concern modification involves the auditor judgment auditor in assessing and evaluating any substantial doubt, and also the threshold of evidence sufficiency to express such changes (Levitan & Knoblett, 1985). Previous research showed that auditors who face unstable events or during financial crises have a higher potential of issuing a going concern opinion (Butler, 2004; Herbohn & Raganathan, 2008). In addition, other research indicates that in the last decade there was an increase in the number of going concern reports issued by the auditors ( Carson et al., 2013). We do believe the current pandemic that’s affecting the world might have an impact similar to the previous crisis which leads us to conduct the current research. We will rely on the results of the previous studies and try to use a new methodology that would help us in assessing whether the COVID-19 pandemic had the same effects on the going concern issuance in the auditors’ reports. This topic became more interesting as already demonstrated by multiple pieces of research and studies in this field (Gold & Heilmann, 2019). The above observations opened the door to the below research question, which, in the authors’ opinion, is intriguing and worth going into deeper studies:

RQ: How did the COVID-19 pandemic affect the going concern audit opinion and auditors’ assessment of the MENA region banking sector?

The choice of the MENA region proceeds from the literature review we performed prior to initiating this work. The effect of COVID-19 on the audit work was largely analyzed in the United States (Harjoto & Laksmana, 2022), Europe (Pozzoli, Pagani, & Paolone, 2022), Australia (Kend & Nguyen, 2022), and New Zealand (Hay, Shires, & Van Dyk, 2021). However, there was a significant knowledge gap regarding the effect of COVID-19 on the audit sector in the MENA region, and therefore we focused our empirical analysis on the MENA region.

The reason for using the text mining approach in our study is that such a technique has been limited to only a few studies done over the last ten years when it comes to the audit and accounting fields. Some of the research was the application of text mining for big analysis in the financial sector (Pejić Bach, Krstić, Seljan, & Turulja, 2019) and another study that also evaluated some internal audit aspects using the same technique (Boskou, Kikrlos, & Spaths, 2018; Feghali & Hallak, 2019). In addition, Pan, Yang, Zhou, and Kong (2020) have tested the impact of the coronavirus on the agricultural economy in China. Finally, Wei, Li, Zhu, and Li (2019) have also used the text mining method to discover the bank risk factors.

Our work complements the above-mentioned research by bringing a new approach related to audit activity in bank sectors and evaluating the latest pandemic effects and their influence on the auditor’s going concern. This study highlights the importance of using text mining not only for research purposes only but also for helping the auditors and banks to reassess and review many of the operational and strategic decisions.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we will perform a directed literature review for the going concern concept and the audit opinion to formulate the research problem. We will then elaborate through an empirical analysis on hypotheses that will test the relation between the going concern variables and COVID-19. Thereafter, in Section 3, we will describe the methods by explaining the data collection and analysis processes that were performed on the extracted bank reports from the MENA region. In Section 4, we will perform a statistical analysis to validate the hypotheses and discuss the results from different perspectives. Finally, Section 5 will conclude the paper.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW AND THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

2.1. Basic relationship between going concern assumption and the audit mission

One of the effects of the “novel COVID-19 pandemic” was the increase in different risk management areas in addition to the uncertainty resulting from this pandemic. The auditors and many international boards like the International Accounting Standards Board (IASB) start revisiting their standards and their work processes in order to reduce the potential effects on the companies’ and banks’ operations as well as their financial performances. One of the many important topics that needed to be revisited was the ISA 570 Going Concern. The auditing standard ISA 570 is the norm that deals with the auditor’s role and responsibility in reporting their concerns after executing their financial statements audit missions.

The new and revised standard proposes several changes. This standard was recently revised by the IASB in 2013 to bring more clarity and accuracy to the information provided to the public via audit reports (Chen et al., 2013). The Public Company Accounting Oversight Board (PCAOB) has shown...
clearly its concern related to the basics of the ongoing concern assumptions used in the preparation of the audit reports. After the global financial crisis in 2008, the PCAOB revisited the audit practices related to the going concern audit opinions and issued many new documents (Geiger, Raghunandan, & Riccardi, 2014). ISA 570 stipulates that: “The assumption of the going concern should be based on the idea of business continuity of an enterprise at least for the foreseeable future, therefore the high management will be required to prepare their financials respecting the basics of the going concern. One exception to the above note is the existence of any intention by the company to discontinue their operations” (as cited in Socol, 2010, p. 293).

In addition to the above, the standard explains that an auditor must evaluate and assess the accuracy and appropriateness of the application of the going concern by the management when they prepare their financial statements. After that, the auditors must provide a conclusion about the going concern status of their clients (Fakhfakh, 2019). Normally, for an auditor to issue a going concern opinion he should rely on two factors: the recognition and the decision (Osman, Turmin, Muhamad, & Hussain, 2016). For the first part, the auditor will execute his/her audit activities to make sure the going concern assumptions could be applied to a particular entity. For the second part, the auditor should be able to make his/her decision related to the accuracy of this assumption (Nogler & Jaeg, 2012).

2.2. Previous studies on the going concern concept and audit opinion

The global financial crisis and the related failures that affected the corporations’ and auditors’ work processes, opened the windows for research to ask, “Where were the auditors?” (Sikka, 2009). Following the scandals of Enron and Andersen, the auditor perceptions of potential litigation risks have changed due to failure to issue a going concern opinion to their clients. Therefore, auditors today are more aware of any risk related to any legal liability, or reputation costs before issuing any going concern opinion (Meyers, Schmidt, & Wilkins, 2014).

During the current COVID-19 pandemic, many authorities around the globe have initiated new strategies and measures to limit potential negative impacts (Allain-Dupré, Chatry, Michaluhn, & Moisio, 2020). If we look at the major economic sectors, we notice there was a material business disruption in the whole environment. Today many banks started to closely supervise and monitor their portfolio and revisit their internal strategies and performance as well. Even big companies have created business continuity plans such as remote working and allowing their staff to work from home. Prior studies found a going concern opinion is usually issued after the auditor’s inspection work is achieved (Bruynseels, Knechel, & Willekens, 2013; Gramling, Krishnan, & Zhang, 2011). In addition, further researchers mentioned that the percentage of going concern reports issuance by the auditors increased in the last years (Carson et al., 2013). Other researchers discovered an important link between the structure of the entity’s financials and the going concern (Behn, Kaplan, & Krumwiede, 2001; Parker, Peters, & Turetsky, 2005). Also, Knechel and Vanstraelen (2007) proved that the length of the auditor-client relationship is negatively associated with the independence and competence factors of auditors which decrease the possibility of a going concern opinion issuance. Lately, some studies identified a relation between a weak internal control system and uncertainty in the accruals estimated by the high management. Such uncertainties would normally lead to a misstatement in the financial statements (Ashbaugh-Skaife, Collins, Kinney, & LaFond, 2008). Those decisions made by the management and directors can’t always be verified during an audit process and anticipate their occurrence or their future impact and results (Francis & Krishnan, 1999). In addition, Levy (2020) recommended that due to the pandemic risks the auditors should virtually recheck on every issuance of the financial statements all the estimates brought forward from previous periods in the disclosure provisions of Accounting Standards Codification. Moreover, Baskan (2020) proposed that the effects of the pandemic may be included in the auditor’ going concern opinions in compliance with the International Standards on Auditing related to the going concern (ISA 570). Also, Bordević and Đukić (2021) have pointed out in their paper that the auditors should enhance the consideration level in assessing the going concern, to be able to face the new limitations caused by COVID-19.

Previous literature mentioned that litigation exposure has an important influence on the audit going concern reports, such as the analytical model created by Barnes (2004) that allows the prediction of an auditor behavior. Similarly, Tucker, Matsumura, and Subramanamy (2003) explained that any type of influence on the auditors like facing penalties, for example, will affect their behavior and then will impact their opinions in their audit report to the management. Finally, Blay (2005) has confirmed that any increase in audit risk, when it comes to mission and work processes, will affect the auditors’ opinions and will increase the likelihood of suggesting modifications to their final audit reports.

2.3. Going concern and opinion framework during COVID-19 and research hypothesis development

COVID-19 has spread globally throughout all countries and regions of the world causing big changes in business activities and losses in the economy. Such a phenomenon creates many uncertainties and risks in the local and international economic environment. During a risk assessment process, the auditor should identify whether the upper management has already performed a business and operations continuity that is consistent with the going concern principle. That means the auditor needs to assure that all the events have been considered. The auditor must identify the availability of all relevant information.

During their assessment, the auditors should verify the management risk evaluation methods related to the continuity of the business operations (Dohrer, 2020). A draft was documented and published by the International Auditing and Assurance Standards Board (IAASB) related to the auditing standards entitled “Summary of COVID-19 Audit
Consideration" (Arnold, 2020). Another publication, by the Financial Reporting Council (FRC) entitled “Guidelines for Auditors and Issues to Consider in Engagements Influenced by COVID-19” (Barbour, 2020). Some of the recommendations that have been announced by both bodies’ documents are summarized in Appendix (Table A.1). In order to create some criteria for the hypothesis development below, we have checked additional requirements that were mentioned for the auditor’s work processes in relation with COVID-19 (FRC, 2020):

- the need for an audit risk assessment;
- sufficiency of audit evidence gathering and plan audit approach modification;
- the way of checking and testing the auditor’s work;
- reliability of the information included in the management’s disclosure of the impact of COVID-19 and the uncertainty level associated with the enterprise’s operations;
- reassess the initial audit key aspects in response to fast or dramatic changes in any situation.

Based on the above recommendations and enhancement of the international auditing standards provided by the professional bodies and the previous studies mentioned above because of the pandemic, the research hypotheses are announced below:

H1: There is a relationship between the uncertainty level in the audit opinion and COVID-19.

H2: There is a positive relationship between the pandemic and the increase in the need for risk assessment.

3. METHODOLOGY

A text mining method consists of extracting meaningful patterns from unstructured textual data to gain insight into knowledge. Text mining technique is a very useful process used to help in many areas and fields like fraud detection, product analysis, or even decision-making. Trying to extract valuable information from a variety of documents could be laborious and time-consuming. Therefore, choosing the right technique to execute the text mining will help reduce the time and effort of finding the relevant data (Talib, Hanif, Ayesha, & Fatima, 2016). To mention that there exist many types of text mining approaches like document clustering and information retrieval and, finally, the text summarization that was used in this research and explained in detail in the subsections below.

3.1. Data collection

The data collection process is featured in Figure 1. Since the spread of COVID-19 started in March 2020, the external audit reports for the 2020 year were included. We adopted the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) definition of the MENA regions (Van Wass, 2010) which lists a total of 18 countries. Among those, 2 countries have prohibited online access to financial institutions and 2 others require user authentication prior to access, and thus cannot be included in the present study. The website of the national banks of the remaining 14 MENA countries was accessed and the list of banks from each country was then retrieved. The list included 377 active banks. Thereafter, we searched for the publicly available external audit reports for each bank.

We were able to obtain 97 published reports from the variant active banks. After the filtering process, the list has been reduced to 83 bank reports represented in Table 1. The below criteria were considered for the items excluded:

- banks didn’t publish at the time their reports for 2020;
- banks published consolidated reports for the whole region (those types of banks were considered once to avoid duplication);
- banks published their reports in French or Arabic.

Figure 1. Flow chart of the data selection process
3.2. Text mining preprocessing techniques

In this subsection, we will present a description of the text mining preprocessing techniques used for the assessment of the impact of the pandemic on the going concern audit opinion. We analyzed the textual parts referring to the going concern and the COVID-19 impact, which are found in the annual reports of around 83 banks in the MENA region. An aggregated measure of chosen criteria served as a proxy of the quality of going concern audit opinion (from the theory of going concern — ISA 570). Vijayarani, Llamathili, and Nithya (2015) mentioned that the scraping model technique could be used to create the term-document matrix (the corpus), related to the term frequency and inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) values for the selected terms (the independent variables). We used these terms as predictors for the evaluation of the going concern audit opinion.

In summary, the 5 steps of text mining as defined below:

1. Corpus creation (identify the data and the documents).
2. Tokenization: This process helped to identify the necessary terms by breaking up a series of strings into parts such as words, keywords, sentences, and symbols. Those elements are called “tokens”.
3. Rare and stop words removals: Unnecessary words were eliminated in this step. Rare words are the ones that present less than 3% or more than 50% in the list. Stop words are any words in a stop list that are excluded from the processing of natural language text.
4. Stemming: Consists in eliminating similar words, adverbs, adjectives, etc.
5. Feature selection: Applying the frequency of occurrences technique and then starting the regression analysis.

3.3. Text mining approach and corpus creation algorithm

The purpose of the research is to create a library to be used as a base for the strategic decision-making process to find the correlation between COVID-19 and the going concern audit opinion. A conceptual approach has been chosen to gather the most common words used related to COVID-19. However, there are other alternative methods that would be suitable for conducting this research. For example, the data mining technique which in our case consists of using the financial statements ratios and processing it using specific software to data models and test them as well. Artificial intelligence (AI) techniques represent another approach that could be used. This technique consists of simulating human intelligence processes by robots or computers, such as decision-making and natural language processing.

This paragraph presents the methodology and the design used in the research, elaborates upon the rationale for the appropriateness of the research method, and includes a discussion regarding the reasoning behind adopting the text mining method. The results of the study will provide helpful information regarding the targeted correlation.

After finalizing the scraping method described in the research method below, the researchers were able to create the corpus by identifying the data and documents related to this research. This corpus is represented by a dictionary extracted from around 50 previous studies related to the field of the going concern and the pandemic’s impact on audit opinion.

The use of the scraping method is to allow the data to be parsed and reformatted into a suitable format for searching. After this transformation, the user is able to navigate and select the useful and needed data. This process allows the researchers to automate the search for any utilized data.

The code used was to extract specific words that are related to COVID-19 and accounting and started by importing the needed library such as:

```python
# import collections
# import re
```

The above codes were meant to pull up the library needed to fetch the data and compare it with the relevant words. After the import, the researchers needed to specify the pattern to collect the same information and disregard the unwanted data.

To separate and collect the AD_HOC words, we have imported two main libraries into Python to match all words and avoid neglecting relevant words. The collection library is essential to apply the methodology of storing and structuring data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Countries by region</th>
<th>Total of visited banks</th>
<th>Financial statements for the year 2020 as per banks' websites</th>
<th>Excluded financial statements for the year 2020 in French and Arabic</th>
<th>Financial statements excluded (consolidated in one country)</th>
<th>Total financial statements used</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tunisia</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Algeria</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morocco</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lybia</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Egypt</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gulf countries</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kuwait</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bahrain</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oman</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The KSA</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The UAE</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>19</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mashreq countries</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jordan</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lebanon</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syria</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iraq</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>377</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1. List of banks by region and country**

The NoSQL database used in Python is more flexible than relational databases and the data storage is mainly designed to optimize our requirements. The pattern was also crucial to separate the relevant words from the irrelevant words. We have also eliminated all words with letter count less than 4 letters as they will be irrelevant to our research. The code used for collecting relevant words according to useful pattern is depicted below:

```python
# pattern = r'\b\w+\b'
# pattern = r'\w+\b
# words = r'(s*\{(A-Za-z)\[4,\}\})'
```

At the top of the above steps, the researchers needed to find the shortest and the length of the words in order to eliminate the non-relevant data to the topic. The following code was used:

```python
# def findShortest(lst):
#     length = len(lst)
#     short = len(lst[5])
#     ret = 0
#     for x in range(1, length):
#         if len(lst[x]) < short:
#             short = lst[x]
#             ret = x
# In order to count the occurrence in the file, the researchers have used:
# import nltk
# from nltk import word_tokenize
```

The key indicators and relevant factors were collected from the reports written by auditors who have experienced the issues caused by COVID-19. Those factors were identified by their reports. We have collected those factors and correlated them to COVID-19 to clarify their impact on operations and procedures used to solve the issues caused by the pandemic. After applying the above-described methods the corpus created was a dictionary.

**Appropriateness of research design**

When it comes to mining, the use of Python was appropriate due to its wide range of tools that allow you to reach your target. It is open-source and has international concerns on the table. The modules available allowed the researcher to use them in validating lots of websites and using regular expressions to arrange needed and various strings in the information data.

### 3.4. Statistical analysis

#### 3.4.1. Definition of the variables

The first step in creating the research model was choosing and testing the variables that should be selected to test the relations and the study hypotheses as well. In order to manually evaluate the going concern and audit opinion and their relationship with COVID-19, we defined ten criteria. Table 2 below represents a definition of every used variable from an audit angle and helps reorient our analysis later in the discussion section.

**Table 2. Variable’s definitions**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Assessment</td>
<td>Representing the procedures that the auditors should follow to obtain an understanding while executing their mission.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audit</td>
<td>It’s an inspection process of a bank or a company performed by an independent body.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concern</td>
<td>The going concern concept is an accounting principle that defines the ability of a company to continue its operations in the future.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opinion</td>
<td>It represents an auditor’s statement on the financial statements because of his/her mission.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Report</td>
<td>Represent a document that states the auditor’s opinion related to the financial statements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk</td>
<td>The audit risk represents the inappropriate opinion in case of any risk detected or misstatement in the accounting methods or in the financial statements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uncertainty</td>
<td>Related to the estimates and provisions that are based on uncontrollable events and that could influence the financial transaction of a company.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impact</td>
<td>Represent the influence of the audit mission and processes on the future performance of a company.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COVID-19</td>
<td>In this research, it represents the dependent factor model for which we will measure the influence on the other independent factors listed above.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Using those keywords, we have calculated the frequencies of occurrences of the words by the bank using the last matching dictionary we have got as described in the above-mentioned technique (subsection 3.3). The methodology that the authors applied consisted of changing each unique word in the matching dictionary to a discrete numerical variable whose values are the number of occurrences of the word in each of the 83 reports, which helped us quantify the data for our statistical analysis. The words that have been selected as a result are represented in Table 3.

**Table 3. Variable’s selection technique by frequency of occurrences**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Total count</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>N²</th>
<th>Mean SE</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>St. dev.</th>
<th>Sum</th>
<th>Min.</th>
<th>Q1 median</th>
<th>Q3 maximum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Assessment</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>16.22</td>
<td>0.945</td>
<td>8.506</td>
<td>1224.00</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>9.000</td>
<td>15.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audit</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>37.55</td>
<td>2.44</td>
<td>20.96</td>
<td>2779.00</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>23.000</td>
<td>40.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concern</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>7.284</td>
<td>0.793</td>
<td>3.241</td>
<td>488,000</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>60.000</td>
<td>60.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opinion</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>11.24</td>
<td>0.585</td>
<td>5.053</td>
<td>875,000</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>11.000</td>
<td>13.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Report</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>20.83</td>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>13.15</td>
<td>1708.00</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>9.000</td>
<td>27.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>72.65</td>
<td>8.38</td>
<td>73.56</td>
<td>5594.00</td>
<td>4.000</td>
<td>29.000</td>
<td>46.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uncertainty</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3.397</td>
<td>0.381</td>
<td>3.276</td>
<td>392.00</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>4.000</td>
<td>10.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COVID-19</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>13.86</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>10.87</td>
<td>1053.00</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>12.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impact</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>14.07</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>9.31</td>
<td>1168.00</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>7.000</td>
<td>11.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.4.2. Definition of the statistical approach

We have run the regression analysis combining the variables together to try to identify whether the results represent any relation or influence. The factors that passed the screening with a $p$ less than 0.05 were COVID-19 as an input factor, assessment opinion and risk as outputs.

$$y = b0 + b1x1 + b2x2 + \ldots + bkxn + \varepsilon_t$$

where,
- $y$ is the dependent factor in the model;
- $b0$ is the constant;
- $b1, b2 \ldots bk$ are the coefficients;
- $x1, x2 \ldots xn$ are the assigned values for each term;
- $\varepsilon$ represents the residual model error.

We have used Minitab software to help us reduce the samples and only keep the variables that accurately represent the research model as well as the relation between the outputs and inputs factors. A significance level of 95% was considered, yielding an alpha value of 0.05. The R-square ($R^2$) and variance inflation factor (VIF) were also evaluated.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

4.1. Text mining results

After applying the text mining approach via the scrapping method and tokenization coding presented and explained in the methodology, we created the matching dictionary composed of 8000 words. We have also run a routine using Python to basically filter the dictionary by using the rare and stop words removal technique which consists of eliminating unnecessary words. Those words usually do not add much information to the text like “the”, “a”, or “an”.

After this step, the dictionary was reduced to 5657 words. The next task was to use the stemming process which: consists in eliminating similar words adverbs, and adjectives (e.g., audit, auditing, auditor, etc.) which led us to eliminate 4835 words and reduced the library to only 800 words. Finally, in an attempt to reduce the large size of the remaining data we have performed the feature selection processing. This technique consists of using the criteria chosen by the author and applying them to the dictionary by executing the frequency of occurrences of the selected words.

The final results were 10 words which helped us later test and identify the existence of any possible relation between the selected words. The results have also helped us exclude some variables from the study before proceeding to the stage of creating the final regression model that was used to test the research hypotheses. The preprocessing steps results are presented in Figure 2.

4.2. Correlation results

In this section, we will present the results obtained after we have executed multiple statistical tests between the selected variables. The analysis was based on multiple statistical coefficients that helped us interpret the final outputs of this research. We have run the regression analysis combining the variables together to try to identify whether the results represent any relation or influence. The factors that passed the screening with a $p$ less than 0.05 were COVID-19 as an input factor, assessment opinion and risk as outputs. We could identify a linear relationship between the factors COVID-19 and opinion, assessment, and risk as output values which allow us to create the below linear regression equation. The final equation that was obtained is presented below:

$$COVID_{-19} = 13.93 - 0.662 \text{Opinion} + 0.376 \text{Assessment} + 0.0623 \text{Risk}$$

The scatterplot between the COVID-19 (response) and the opinion and assessment variables shows a strong positive and linear relationship between those factors (Figure 3). Therefore,
the COVID-19 variable has been a good predictor in this model. Also, in Figure 4, many of the points appear to be randomly distributed around the zero level. No clusters of points were identified in Figure 4 that would represent different groups in the data.

In addition, below is the table that shows the p-values for each variable as described above. The VIF measures the inflation level of each coefficient that is caused by the correlations among the factors of the regression equation. Usually, a value between 1 and 5 indicates a moderate correlation which is statistically acceptable (Table 4).

Finally, we calculated $R^2$ to indicate the percentage of variation in the response which is explained by the model. In other terms the adequacy of the chosen model which fits the data. A value of 49.54% (almost 50%) was obtained which shows clearly the promising results of the model (Table 5).

**Figure 3. Linear regression equation graph**

![Linear regression equation graph](image)

*Note: This figure represents the linear relation between the going concern variables in the equation (2) and the COVID-19 output. The residuals appear to follow a straight line. There is no evidence of outliers or unidentified variables.*

**Figure 4. Residual versus fits graph**

![Residual versus fits graph](image)

*Note: This figure represents the residual elements of the model versus the fitted point that are randomly distributed and have constant variance.*

**Table 4. P-value and VIF coefficients**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>Coefficient SE</th>
<th>Coefficient</th>
<th>T-value</th>
<th>P-value</th>
<th>VIF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>13.01</td>
<td>4.86</td>
<td>2.87</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>1.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opinion</td>
<td>-0.662</td>
<td>0.332</td>
<td>-2.00</td>
<td>0.051</td>
<td>1.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assessment</td>
<td>0.376</td>
<td>0.167</td>
<td>2.25</td>
<td>0.029</td>
<td>1.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk</td>
<td>0.0623</td>
<td>0.0183</td>
<td>3.41</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>1.69</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 5. Model summary**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>R-square</th>
<th>Adj. R-square</th>
<th>Pred. R-square</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$S$</td>
<td>49.54%</td>
<td>46.52%</td>
<td>15.34%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.3. Discussion

The preliminary results of our text mining approach applied to the MENA region align with our proposed hypothesis that there is a relationship between the audit opinion uncertainty level and COVID-19 and another positive relationship between the pandemic and the increase in the need for risk assessment. The obtained equation (2) suggests a moderate (\( XXX = 0.376 \)) increase in the workload needed for audit assessment, which engendered a minimal but significant risk increase (\( XXX = 0.0623 \)) during the COVID-19 pandemic. Moreover, the advent of COVID-19 resulted in unfavorable opinion (\( XXX = -0.662 \)), the results of which can negatively impact business continuity.

The univariate analysis showed that COVID-19 was associated with 3 out of the 10 extracted variables. A linear regression model was generated after elaboration and assessing all the selected factors analytically and visually. The first hypothesis was proposed to test the influence of the pandemic on the audit opinion uncertainty level. The above results showed a possible relationship between both factors (COVID-19 and opinion). The negative sign in the equation (2) shows an effect of the auditor's opinion which means the pandemic has probably had some influence and created more worries and uncertainty when it comes to obtaining an auditors insurance related to the continuity of the bank's activities within the current situation.

Similarly, the second hypothesis tested the influence of the coronavirus on the assessment and risk when it comes to auditors executing their missions and following their normal work processes. Again, based on the regression equation (2), we identified a possible relation between COVID-19 and the risk and assessment. The positive sign in the equation (2) highlights the increase in the need of restructuring the work assessment of the auditors when executing their missions to be able to identify the increase in the audit risk that the pandemic might have caused.

Compared to the previously published papers, our results discussed above were similar to Pozzoli et al.'s (2022) in Europe; they found that the pandemic had a direct influence on the audit committee tenure associated with the company's performances. Same for the results obtained by Kend and Nguyen (2022) in Australia where they noticed a difference in the auditor's opinion words used in 2020 compared to the prior year. Also, Harjoto and Laksmana (2022) have confirmed that the lockdown and the public health restrictions have increased the audit delays for United States firms, specifically. Also, Hay et al. (2021) expected that after the pandemic a reform to the auditing work and assessment should take place in New Zealand's market.

In addition, other studies have also shown an impact of the pandemic on many of the finance and audit topics such as the desk study method which was meant to explore the possible impact of the COVID-19 crisis on five key considerations for audit quality during the pandemic (Albitar, Gerged, Kkhia, & Hussainey, 2020). Zeren and Hizarci (2020) have also found an influence of the pandemic on the stock markets. Furthermore, Simamora and Hendrarjatno (2019) have tested the effect of client tenure and audit lag, and another liquidity ratio on the going concern audit opinion. Also, we found other studies that have tested the influence of changes in agency costs and their impact on the auditors’ concerns (Ismail, Mahmood, & Hussein, 2021).

In contrary with the findings, some authors find that a financial crisis has no impact on the association between audit quality and audit fee stickiness (Salehi, Komelli, & Daemi Gah, 2019). Moreover, Fahlenbrach, Rageth, and Stulz (2021) have mentioned in their study which is related to the influence of the virus on the stock markets that firms with higher stability in terms of their financial performance should be less affected by the COVID-19 crisis than less stable enterprises.

5. CONCLUSION

This manuscript aims to study the influence of the novel coronavirus on the audit going concern opinion and the auditor's work assessment. We have tested 83 bank reports from 377 active banks in the MENA region using text mining methods. As a result of applying the text mining approach, we created the preliminary matching dictionary composed of 8000 words and we applied the preprocessing steps to clean and filter the unnecessary words as explained in our methodology. Finally, we proceed to our univariate and regression analysis.

Our findings and regression analysis results have demonstrated the impact of the COVID-19 variable on the three assigned factors (opinion, risk, and assessment). Also, the results have shown a negative relationship between the pandemic and the audit opinion uncertainty level (\( HH \)) which led us to conclude that the going concern opinion in an audit report could be negatively affected by all the events that occurred post the pandemic.

Moreover, the study results showed that the auditors' risk and work assessment has also been influenced by COVID-19 as well (\( H2 \)). This influence is confirmed in the IAASB and FRC new publications related to the COVID-19 audit consideration as mentioned in the literature review section.

The main limitation of this work was the usage of Excel functions in removing the stop and rare words from the dictionary as well as the stemming process. We believe with future technologies those techniques could be achieved faster and also could include more space for more data which allow us to add more regions selected in this paper. Some bank reports were published in Arabic and French languages and, therefore, have been excluded from the analysis.

With the current advancement of technology, and especially the latest AI and machine learning techniques, future efforts will likely remodel some new paths to test new possible relations and links between multiple areas that could affect the audit activities as well as the auditors’ work in banks or different business sectors and related economies. Finally, the next step would be a recommendation
to integrate and use the latest technologies and methods by the IASB and other organizations in the auditor’s daily work. This would help to streamline the application of the international audit standards and assist the auditors in their work processes and evaluations in providing an accurate going concern opinion, especially during pandemics and financial crises.
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**APPENDIX**

**Table A.1. Summary guidelines for auditors to consider the COVID-19 effect**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard</th>
<th>Related guidance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Continuous consultation on going concern issues vs COVID-19</td>
<td>To improve their activities the audit firms have included new procedures as: Senior audit partners and directors are more involved in the consultation processes and execute a rotational audit missions system.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keeping regular communication between audit teams on updates related to COVID-19</td>
<td>Special website creation related to the audit questions of going concern during the COVID-19 pandemic.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audit report continuous development of disclosures</td>
<td>The audit firms start including in their reports the impact of COVID-19 and provide assurance that they have identified all the related risks that might lead to raising a going concern opinion.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Considering the risk in relation to COVID-19 during the total risk assessment</td>
<td>Enhance the follow-up and monitoring process of COVID-19 risks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enhancing the assessment of the economic assumptions</td>
<td>Future assumptions depend on each entity’s circumstances, therefore, the Big 4 audit firms published a number of economic assumptions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Include more details related to COVID-19 influence in going-concern working papers</td>
<td>Some audit firms require the partner or director to sign and complete the working papers.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: FRC (2020).*